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Fiction
The Winter of the Witch by Katherine Arden
A conclusion to the trilogy that began with The Bear and the Nightingale finds the
heroine Vasya and the winter king Morozko battling mortal and magical enemies to
save both the seen and unseen Russias.

The Only Woman in the Room by Marie Benedict
A beautiful woman escapes her Austrian arms-dealer husband to become Hollywood legend Hedy Lamarr while hiding a secret double life as a Jewish scientist and
sharing vital information about the Third Reich. By the author of The Other Einstein.

Golden State by Ben Winters
A veteran of the Speculative Service in an alternate-world California where the law
and truth are valued above all else uses his rare authority to question the facts
when truth enforcement is manipulated for corrupt purposes.

The Dead Ex by Jane Corry
A man's disappearance throws the lives of four women into chaos, including his exwife, who struggles to prove her innocence in spite of an unreliable memory. By the
best-selling author of My Husband's Wife.

The Night Agent by Matthew Quirk
An idealistic young FBI agent is forced to question everything and trust no one in
order to stop a Russian mole in the White House. By the best-selling author of
Dead Man Switch.

The Suspect by Fiona Barton
Pursuing the story of two British teens who disappeared during a Bangkok hostel
fire, journalist Kate Waters struggles to remain objective when her estranged son is
declared a main suspect. By the New York Times best-selling author of The Widow.

The Current by Tim Johnston
Surviving the accident that killed her friend, a young woman delves into the case of
another victim from a decade earlier to identify a killer among her neighbors. By
the author of the best-selling Descent.

Non-Fiction
Maid: Hard Work, Low Pay, and a Mother’s Will to Survive by
Stephanie Land
An economic hardship journalist describes the years she worked in low-pay domestic work under wealthy employers, contrasting the privileges of the upper-middle
class to the realities of the overworked laborers supporting them.

The First Conspiracy: The Secret Plot to Kill George Washington by Brad Meltzer and Josh Mensch
The best-selling author of The Inner Circle presents the story of an assassination attempt against pre-Revolutionary War George Washington by some of his own
bodyguards, exploring how the plot catalyzed the creations of the CIA and FBI.
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